A MEMBER OF AIRSTREAM'S CRUISING FLEET

26-foot

CHECK THESE FEATURES!
- of the New... OVERLANDER

Specifications and prices subject to change without notice.

EFFORTLESS, CAREFREE TRAILERING? TRY AIRSTREAM

WORLD FAMOUS • ALL ALUMINUM • TRAVEL TRAILERS
Superlative **OVERLANDER**

- Beauty in every line, comfort in every nook and cranny, efficient in every operation.
- A sound, practical investment.

★ ★ ★ 1957 MODEL 26-foot

- This family size, self sufficient "Airstream" is liveable anywhere; crowded highways or remote byways. Spacious and convenient, its surprisingly light weight, just over 3000 lbs., provides effortless handling and mobility. A wonderful trailer for vacationing and caravanning, but also a trailer, so comfortable, that it is ideally suited for long business tours with extended stops.

- The "Overlander" sleeps four but can sleep six by addition of permissable extras at moderate extra cost. The location of the rectangular twin beds gives the interior a feeling of extra spaciousness. Close by is a modern bathroom with shower, toilet, clothes hamper and a luxurious built in formica top lavanette complete with wash bowl and three drawers. A rear wardrobe is handy to bath. Two folding doors offer strict privacy for both bathroom and bedroom. The tailored, streamlined galley features, in addition to the eye level off floor combination ice-electric refrigerator, a unique hinged fold-over stove cover that adds useful formica work table space adjacent to the range and provides the same handy work space adjacent to sink when range is covered.

- Even greater off the road independence is yours by addition of Wally Byam Caravan tested optional extras, listed on reverse side.